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ABSTRACT
We prove that the twist-3 chiral-odd parton distributions obey simple GLAP
evolution equations in the limit N
c
! 1 and give analytic formulae for the




racy and will be useful in confronting with future experiments.













is chiral-even while h
L
and e are chiral-odd. The increasing pre-
cision of experiment requires understanding of these higher twist eects induced by




play a distinguished role in spin
physics, since they can be measured as leading eects for certain asymmetries[2,1].
The Q
2
-evolution of twist-3 distributions is generally quite sophisticated due
to mixing with quark-antiquark-gluon operators, the number of which increases
with spin (moment of the distributions). For the avor-nonsinglet part of g
2
, a
crucial simplication has been pointed out in the large N
c








) obeys a simple GLAP evolution equation and the
corresponding anomalous dimension is known in analytic form.







) and that the simplication is of universal nature.
For all practical purposes this solves the problem of the Q
2
-evolution of twist-3




Following[5,1] we dene the parton distributions as nucleon matrix elements of








 (z=2)  ( z=2)jPSi: (1)
Here x is the Bjorken variable, z is a light-like vector z
2
= 0, and jPSi is the





generates e(x) and h
L
(x) respectively as the twist-3 contributions[1].
By using the equations of motion, the twist-3 quark-antiquark distributions can
be expressed in terms of quark-gluon correlations. The relevant operator identities
are[6]

 (z) ( z) =
























































 (vz) with  = 1; i
5
, and we neglect
operators containing total derivatives which are irrelevant for our purposes.
The Q
2
-dependence of the twist-3 distributions is governed by the renormaliza-
tion group (RG) equation for the corresponding nonlocal operators S

. To leading
logarithmic accuracy the evolution for  = 1 and i
5
is the same; hence we drop the
subscript in what follows. We introduce the Mellin transformed operators[7,3]








S(j; );  =
u+ v   2t
u  v
; (4)
with j the complex angular momentum; operators with dierent j do not mix with
each other. Neglecting contributions down by 1=N
2
c


















(; )S(j; ;): (5)
For the explicit form of the kernel K
j
(; ), we refer the readers to Ref.[4].



















()S(j; ;) gives a multiplicatively renormaliz-
able nonlocal operator corresponding to the anomalous dimension 
j
.
One can prove that Eq.(6) has two solutions analytic at the points  = 1:

+
() = 1 and 
 
() =  (all other solutions have logarithmic branching points).























where  (z) =
d
dz
ln  (z) and 
E
is the Euler constant.
The superscript  corresponds to the \parity" under  !  : due to the sym-




(; )[4], one can look for separate solutions
which are even (odd) under  !  . From Eqs.(2) and (3), the relevant quantities
for e(x) and h
L
(x) are even and odd \-parity" pieces of the nonlocal operators.
Substituting the denition (4) into (2) and (3), we observe that our solutions in
the large N
c
limit give the Q
2

















































genuine twist-3 contribution to h
L
, after subtracting out the twist-2 piece[1]. These
results show simple GLAP evolutions without any complicated operator mixing.
2
Expansion of nonlocal operators at small quark-antiquark separations generates
the series of local operators of increasing dimension. The anomalous dimension
matrix for these local operators has been obtained for h
L
[8] as well as for e[9]. By
comparing our solutions (7) with the spectrum of the anomalous dimensions in the
N
c
! 1 limit, which is obtained by the numerical diagonalization of the mixing
matrix in [8,9], we conclude that our solutions always correspond to operators with
the lowest anomalous dimension in the spectrum (for the detail, see Refs.[4,9]).






























() are reduced matrix elements of the independent quark-antiquark-gluon

























One observes: the contribution of the operator with the higher anomalous dimension
in (9) is small ( 1=N
2
c
), while the one with the lowest anomalous dimension is close
to the largeN
c
limit. This observation is crucial for phenomenology, since description
of each moment of the twist-3 distribution now requires one single nonperturbative
parameter. Similar phenomenon is observed also for e(x)[9].
To summarize, our solutions provide a powerful framework both in confronting
with experimental data and for the model-building. From a general point of view,
they are interesting as providing with an example of an interacting three-particle
system in which one can nd an exact energy of the lowest state. For phenomenology,
main lesson is that inclusive measurements of twist-3 distributions are complete (to




enough to predict its value at arbitrary Q
2
, in the spirit of GLAP evolution equation.
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